UCSD CAPS / ATHLETICS
WHO TO CALL

CAPS CENTRAL OFFICE
(858) 534-3755
- Make appointments
- Dedicated SPORT appointments
- Identify self as Scholar Athlete to request SPORT Brief Telephone Assessment (BTA)
- CONFIDENTIAL services
caps.ucsd.edu/services

DR. RHONDA HACKSHAW
(858) 534-5981
- Athletics Consultation Case Mgr
- Athletics Issues of Concern Meeting
- Coordinator of CAPS SPORT Team Meeting

DR. SAM PARK
(858) 534-3755
- Request presentations
- Online requests for presentations
caps.ucsd.edu/signup

REQUESTING PRESENTATIONS
TECH RESOURCES

CONSULTATIONS / SA OF CONCERN
GROUPS OR WORKSHOPS

REFERRING SA TO CAPS
URGENT OR CRISIS SERVICES

CAPS URGENT CARE SERVICES
(858) 534-3755
- Urgent or Same-Day appointments
- 24 hour Crisis Counseling
- Dr. Sarah Clavell-Storer: SPORT Urgent Care consultant
- CONFIDENTIAL services
caps.ucsd.edu/crisis

DR. ERIN BARTELMA
(858) 822-0155
- Information on all CAPS and SPORT groups or workshops
- Group requests
- Groups offered quarterly
caps.ucsd.edu/groups

EMERGENCIES CALL 911

DR. KEVIN RAMOTAR
(858) 534-4039
- Multiple tech-based self-help and wellness apps for Scholar Athletes
- CAPS app
caps.ucsd.edu/iflourish

WHO TO CALL
- Multiple tech-based self-help and wellness apps for Scholar Athletes
- CAPS app
caps.ucsd.edu/iflourish
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